
   Saturday June 4th in Brevard



    Why a Writes of Passage Journal Workshop

Deepens compassion, empathy, respect, equality 

and dignity honoring a sense of the sacred that   is 

presented to each and everyone of us in our 

awakening to death – a reclaiming it as part of the 

whole natural life cycle supporting the on-going 
development of a healthy attitude towards death in our 
culture, and rites, vigils, or activities that are personally 
meaningful empowering individuals and their families to 
make personalized choices through shared reflective 
narratives and journaling processes.  


To engage in practices that explore  directly in the death 
process to whatever degree one chooses understanding 
that both planning for, and experiencing, a death are rich 
in process in a deepening in the consciousness of being 
in relationship to our living and to our dying. It reflects 
the original nature of the heart – spacious, merciful, 
awake



In the Writes of Passage Journal Workshop you will have the 
opportunity through reflective inner journaling to:

 identify emerging potential and sense of calling

 explore states of awakening

 sharpen Reflective listening/writing skills

 develop a rich creative dialogue, a journey into 
active imagination through narrative between the 
conscious and unconscious, a harmonic 
intermingling of heart and mind

 create a process of integration bringing to the 
forefront a living breathing relationship with the 
Sacred rites of passage

 explore creating your own end of life plan

 answer the current call to express creative 
COMPASSION – LOVE

 capture one's sense of transformation opening to 
inner – BEAUTY

 enrich the inner muses while activating a deeper 
purpose in answering the call of self-care and care 
giving



The Writes of Passage Journal workshop offers an 
opportunity for everyone to deepen their awareness in 
crossing into new thresholds of inquiry regarding being in 
right relationship to the sacred journey of being with dying.    
This workshop explores through writing and inner exercises 
into writes of passage on three core levels: physical, 
emotional and spiritual.


It offers a number of exercises for anyone called into the end 
of life cycle as a witness, caregiver, friend or passenger by 
engaging the conversation around awakening to one’s 
impermanence or a death of a beloved.


Workshop guide José Said Osio

A senior teacher, artist, and retreat guide trained by late Sufi 
master Pir Vilayat Khan in the Alchemical Retreat process. 
Said, is training for certification as a Sacred Passage End of 
Life Doula through the Conscious Dying Institute in Boulder. 
As a visual artist / image maker/ journal keeper he has been 
using inner art as a catalyst for deeper awakening and 
healing. 

Incorporating in this journal creative experience we will be 
integrating exercises from the Conscious Dying Institute’s 
course work,  practices embodying love, harmony and beauty 
as the path for active imagination / creative intelligence and of 
Ira Progoff’s process work in journaling.  Additionally, Said will 
be sharing actual journals that embody principles found in 
sacred schools which he calls metaphoric–hymns and pattern 
language, including poetry and sound practices which are part 
of his “nadazul” work (see his nadazul.org). Said lives in 
Asheville North Carolina.



Who Should Attend?
Anyone who wants to transform their service and life into 
both feeling a call to be in right relationship and to live 
closer to their own and loved one’s End of Life purpose –
including caregivers, volunteers, hospice nurses, doctors, 
therapists, teachers, doula coaches, psychologists, social 
workers.  Anyone seeking a deeper meaning and purpose 
in their End of Life Transition – compassionate service 
and life.



We invite your questions : Please e-mail 
saidosio@gmail.com or phone or Said at 

828 450 5188
see thirdmessenger.com

Date:SatJune 4 2016 
10 am to 4:30 

Due to the nature of this 
special offering, we are 
working with an intimate 
small group, so PLEASE 

register early*. 

Please mail registration form and check payable 
c/o: Mary Margaret Camalo 

43 Maple St, Brevard NC 28712 

Cost of workshop: $33 ( bring brown bag lunch, plus one or two 
items for the snack table, drinks provided) *Because of intimate 

group size of nine, reserving a space by payment is required (on a 
first come first serve basis) 
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The	name	Third	Messenger	is	taken	from	the	
informa2onal	flow	of	energy	as	in	biological	
packets	relaying	intelligence	to	living	systems.	

Third	Messenger	is	also	a	metaphor	for	crea2ve	
intelligence	found	in	deep	guided	imagery	and	

inner	journaling	as	a	means	to	cross	the	
thresholds	of	unfamiliar	landscapes	into	one’s	

healing	journeys.		


